Face to face with a world famous tenor
Andrea Bocelli has sung in theatres around the world but the emotions, one feels in his
homeland are unique. For several years now, Lajatico, his birthplace, has been setting up
an open-air stage for a concert which is even more fascinating through the sculptures of
great artists. There are only one or two dates a year available, but it will be a concert that
you will remember forever. Book your tickets until 26.02.18 for the concert on 30.07.2018!

Services:
3 nights 3* or 4* hotel in Montecatini Terme
2 dinners at the hotel
1 half day guided tour of Pisa
1 admission to the Baptistery in Pisa
1 admission to the Camposanto in Pisa
1 admission to the Dom in Pisa
1 visit to a cheese dairy with tasting
1 wine tasting with snack in Bocelli's wine shop
1 visit to the private museum of the Bocelli family
1 ticket for the Teatro del Silenzio –
"Theater of Silence" (picnic basket and cushion)
1 tribune concert ticket (not numbered)
** with no visual restriction - Concert on 30.07.

Package price per person, 4 days
from € 299,00
(sup. 3* hotel - Hotel Montebello or similar)

Package price per person, 4 days
from € 336,00 (In 4* hotel)

Services:
3 nights in 3* or 4* hotel in Montecatini Terme
2 evening meals in the hotel
1 half day guided tour of Pisa
1 full day guided tour of Pistoia Montelupo
Fiorentino
1 visit to a unique flower house in Pistoia (Garden
City of Europe - Italian Capital of Culture 2017)
1 aperitif with snack at the Flower house
1 visit to a ceramics workshop
1 admission to the Baptistery in Pisa
1 admission to the Camposanto of Pisa
1 admission to the Dome in Pisa
1 visit to a cheese maker's with tasting
1 wine tasting with snack at Bocelli's wine shop
1 visit to the Bocelli's private museum
1 admission for the Teatro del Silenzio –
"Theatre of Silence" (picnic basket and cushion)
1 tribune concert ticket (not numbered)
** with no visual restriction - Concert on 30.07.

Package price per person, 5 days
from € 387,00
(sup. 3* hotel - Hotel Montebello or similar)

Package price per person, 5 days
from € 427,00
(In 4* hotel)
**Possibility to order tickets on request for Poltroncina (supplement € 50,00 per person)

Program - 4 days
Day 1 - Arrival, check-in and evening meal in the hotel.
Day 2 - Leaving for Pisa after breakfast, where a town guide awaits
us. Pisa is especially known for its architectural and artistic treasures
and is often especially associated with the leaning tower and thus
underestimated. For Pisa is above all a town with a lot of history and
great architectural riches: it is more than just a famous tower. Of
course, the Piazza dei Miracoli, with the Duomo, the Baptistery, the
monumental cemetery and the leaning tower are among the things
that you should definitely see. The walk continues along Via Santa
Maria, one of the oldest streets in Pisa, to Piazza Cavalieri. We
continue to Fauglia, where we visit a cheese factory. Founded over
50 years ago by two brothers, Pecorino, Ricotta and other cheeses are
produced here. After a detailed tour, a rich tasting awaits you.
Return to the hotel, dinner and overnight
Day 3 - Free-time in the morning. Early afternoon we travel to
Lajatico. For generations the Bocelli family has been cultivating the
soil here, at first for the rich noble family Corsini. Today the family
business is about 20 hectares. Since 2000 wine is grown here - Bocelli
wine. Nowadays brothers Alberto and Andrea take care of production.
We are waiting for the Enoteca of Bocelli, where we will taste the
famous wine with a rich snack. Before leaving, visit the Bocelli Private
Museum.
Awaiting us is the Bocelli wine shop, where we will taste the famous
wine with a rich snack. Before leaving, we visit the private Bocelli
museum. Early evening we leave for the Teatro del Silenzio, where
you can attend a unique concert. Enjoy the unique acoustics in a
wonderful ambience.
Return to the hotel and overnight.
Day 4 - Return journey home after breakfast.

Program - 5 days
Day 1 - Arrival, check-in and evening meal in the hotel.
Day 2 - After breakfast departure for Pisa where the city guide
awaits us. Pisa is above all famous for its architectural and artistic
treasures, and most of all a city of great history and enormous
architectural wealth: it is more than just its famous tower. Of course,
the Piazza dei Miracoli, with the Duomo, the Baptisterium, the
monumental cemetery and the leaning tower are all things that one
must have seen. The walk continues from Via Santa Maria, one of the
oldest streets in Pisa, to the Piazza Cavallieri. Continue to Fauglia,
where we visit a cheese factory. Founded over 50 years ago by two
brothers, it produces pecorino, ricotta and other cheeses. After a
detailed tour, a rich tasting awaits you.
Return to the hotel. Overnight stay and evening meal.
Day 3 - Depart after breakfast for Pistoia. The centre of the innercity is the Cathedral Square with the Romanesque Cattedrale di San
Zeno dating from the 13th century. In Pistoia, there are not only great
sights and beautiful places - nature lovers too will get their money's
worth. After the city tour we continue to a Vivaio, where you will
partake in an aperitif between fragrant plants. In the early afternoon
we drive to Montelupo Fiorentino. The world of Tuscan ceramics is
diverse. It ranges from traditionally made and decorated plates,
vases, jugs and cans to the products of a decidedly modern design.
You will visit a manufactory which will allow you to get to know these
creative crafts at close range.
Return to the hotel. Overnight and dinner.
Day 4 - Morning free - Early afternoon we travel to Lajatico. For
generations the Bocelli family have cultivated the earth here, at first
for the rich, noble Corsini family. Today, the family business is approx.
120 ha. Since 2000, wine is also grown here - the Bocelli wine.
Nowadays brothers Alberto and Andrea take care of the production.
Awaiting us is the Bocelli wine shop, where we will taste the famous
wine with a rich snack, with a visit to the private Bocelli museum.
Early evening we leave for the Teatro del Silenzio, where you can
attend a unique concert. Enjoy the unique acoustics in wonderful
ambience.
Return to the hotel and overnight stay.
Day 5 - Return journey home after breakfast.
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